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SYMMETRIES AND ERGODIC PROPERTIES IN
QUANTUM PROBABILITY
VITONOFRIO CRISMALE AND FRANCESCO FIDALEO
Abstract. We deal with the general structure of (noncommutative)
stochastic processes by using the standard techniques of Operator Alge-
bras. Any stochastic process is associated to a state on a universal object,
i.e. the free product C∗-algebra in a natural way. In this setting one re-
covers the classical (i.e. commutative) probability scheme and many oth-
ers, like those associated to the Monotone, Boolean and the q-deformed
canonical commutation relations including the Bose/Fermi and Boltz-
mann cases. Natural symmetries like stationarity and exchangeability,
as well as the ergodic properties of the stochastic processes are reviewed
in detail for many interesting cases arising from Quantum Physics and
Probability.
1. introduction
The concept of Quantum Probability has been introduced in the middle of
seventies in the pioneering works of L. Accardi [1, 5], R. L. Hudson [17, 22],
K. R. Parthasarathy [22], and many other scientists. Since then, natural
applications to various fields on mathematics and physics were carried out.
We mention the seminal investigation by D. V. Voiculescu involving the Free
Probability and its applications to non hyperfinite type II1 von Neumann
Factors [28], as well as the intersections with Harmonic Analysis firstly
made by Boz˙ejko [9]. We also point out the remarkable connections, recently
investigated in [6, 23], between quantum groups introduced by Woronowicz
[31] and Quantum Probability.
The present paper mainly deals with the investigation of the general
structure of stochastic processes and their natural symmetries, like station-
arity and exchangeability, by using the standard techniques of Operator
Algebras, see [14, 15, 16]. Although some of the pivotal results have been
obtained in the above mentioned papers, our aim is to describe new ones
and present all matter in a unified approach. Thus the notes appear as an
expository-research paper, since retracing the path to pursue our review
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purpose, it has given the chance to highlight some new properties for the
first time here. We firstly show it is possible to view in an unified way the
stochastic processes with sample space the unital, not necessarily commu-
tative, C∗-algebra A and index set J . Indeed we show that the collection
of these stochastic processes is in one-to-one correspondence with the state
space of the free product C∗-algebra ∗JA. In particular, the subclasses of
the exchangeable or stationary stochastic processes correspond to the con-
vex compact (provided the processes are identity-preserving) subsets of the
symmetric (i.e. invariant under finite permutations) or shift-invariant states,
respectively. The Algebraic Probability Space (B, ϕ) (see e.g. [23]) associated
to the stochastic process described by the state ω is then recovered by the
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS for short) representation (Hω, πω,Ωω), as
(B, ϕ) :=
(
πω(∗JA), 〈πω( · )Ωω Ωω〉
)
,
where the closure is meant in norm or in the weak operator topology for the
C∗ and W ∗ cases, respectively. It provides the generalisation to the quan-
tum case of the Kolmogorov Extension-Reconstruction Theorem. It results
that Quantum Probability, being considered a universal scheme, appears
endowed with a deep degree of complexity in itself.
In the opinion of the authors, the main advantages of this unified de-
scription are the following.
First, it is possible to study all known cases directly on a suitable quo-
tient algebra of a single one. Any quotient is obtained factoring out the free
product C∗-algebra by the ideal generated by a ”concrete” commutator.
This allows to cover, e.g. the cases of q-Canonical Commutation Relations,
which includes the Bose/Fermi and the Boltzmann (i.e. free), or equally
well the Boolean and the Monotone ones. The list is far from being com-
plete, since one can add the commutative scheme which arises from the
abelianisation of the free product.
Second, the natural symmetries of the stochastic processes like stationar-
ity and exchangeability, as well as their ergodic properties can be managed
using the standard results of Ergodic Theory, see e.g. Chapter 4 of [13].
As an example, we mention the equivalence between some factorisation
rules naturally emerging in Quantum Statistical Mechanics and the property
of the convergence to equilibrium for stationary and symmetric states (cf.
Theorem 3.4). The features above are the content of Section 2.
The following sections of the paper are instead devoted to review the
applications of the general results of Section 2 to the ergodic properties of
the stochastic processes arising from the genuine quantum cases. The main
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results are complemented by the sketch of their proofs for the convenience
of the reader.
In Section 3, we first connect some ergodic/clustering properties of a
given stochastic process with some algebraic properties of its corresponding
state, that is the product state or the block singleton conditions (see Defini-
tion 3.3). This leads to clarify here the role played by the block singleton
condition in Quantum Probability as the right noncommutative analogue of
the product state condition. Indeed, under the invariance conditions of sta-
tionarity or exchangeability, it is shown that the states realising the block
singleton condition are exactly those satisfying the noncommutative ana-
logue of the convergence to the equilibrium (3.3). Moreover the product
state condition results equivalent to the ergodic property of weak cluster-
ing (3.2). Such results find a natural application to the so called Haagerup
states [21] on the group C∗-algebra of the free group on infinitely many
generators, which appear in Free Probability.
Section 4 is devoted to examples. We review in a self-containing form
de Finetti-type results and ergodic properties for stationary and symmetric
states in some concrete C∗-algebras, plenty of them coming from physical
investigations. The cases of q-deformed, −1 < q < 1 [11, 15], Bose [16, 26],
Fermi [14, 15], Boolean [9, 15, 16] and Monotone [16, 24] processes are
described in detail.
2. exchangeable and stationary stochastic processes
Fix a C∗-algebra A and an index set J . We suppose without further
mention that A is unital and all morphisms preserve the algebraic structure,
including the ∗ operation. For simplicity we may think of J = Z to achieve
the two sided shift, but general index sets are allowed as well as non unital
sample algebras A, or non identity preserving stochastic processes.
A dynamical system based on the group G is a pair (A, α), where A
is a C∗-algebra and α : g ∈ G 7→ αg ∈ Aut(A) is an action on it. To
achieve dissipative dynamics, one needs to consider merely completely pos-
itive linear maps αg. This is the case when simply a monoid naturally
acts on A. Nevertheless in the present paper we consider only dynamical
systems based on automorphisms. The fixed point subalgebra is defined as
AG := {a ∈ A | αg(a) = a , g ∈ G}. We denote the ∗-weakly compact convex
subset of the G-invariant states by SG(A), and the collection of its extremal
(i.e. ergodic) states by E(SG(A)). For (A, α) as above and an invariant state
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ϕ on A, (πϕ,Hϕ, Uϕ,Ωϕ) is the GNS covariant quadruple canonically asso-
ciated to ϕ, see e.g. [13]. As usual, Zϕ := πϕ(A)
′′
∧
πϕ(A)
′ is the centre of
πϕ(A)
′′.
In these notes we mainly deal with a couple of groups. Namely we take
the group PJ :=
⋃
{PI |I ⊆ J finite}, given by the permutations on J leaving
fixed all of its elements but a finite number of them, or we get G = Z. In the
latter case the action of G is generated by a single automorphism (i.e. the
shift) α ∈ Aut(A). A state is called is called symmetric or shift-invariant if
it belongs to SPJ (A) or SZ(A), respectively.
Consider the unital free product C∗-algebra ∗ZA based on a single C
∗-
algebra A, see e.g. [29]. For j ∈ Z, denote ij : A → ∗ZA the canonical
injections of A into ∗ZA. Then both PZ and Z are naturally acting on ∗ZA
by considering the permutations and the shift of the indices.
Proposition 2.1. We have SPZ(∗ZA) ⊂ SZ(∗ZA).
Proof. For {j1, j2 . . . , jn} ⊂ Z with possibly repeated indices such that the
contiguous ones are different (i.e. ji 6= ji+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1), the elements
X := ij1(A1)ij2(A2) · · · ijn(An) with Aj ∈ A, generate ∗ZA. By a standard
approximation argument, we reduce the matter to such generators. For X
and the corresponding sequence of indices as above, there exists a finite
interval JX = [k, l] ⊂ Z with {j1, j2 . . . , jn} ⊂ JX . In addition, there exists
a cycle γX ∈ PZ such that [k + 1, l + 1] = γX(JX). For ϕ ∈ SPZ(∗ZA), after
denoting by α and αg the one step shift and the action of PZ, respectively,
we get
ϕ(α(X)) = ϕ(αγX (X)) = ϕ(X) .

One of the fundamental achievements in the theory of stochastic pro-
cesses (classical or not) allows to find some sufficient conditions to construct
a process starting from the knowledge of a collection of finite dimensional
distributions. In the abelian case they are summarised in the Kolmogorov
Reconstruction Theorem, whereas the quantum generalisation is provided
by the GNS construction.
Fix n ∈ N, {j1, j2 . . . , jn} ⊂ J with contiguous different indices, and
elements {A1, A2 . . . , An} ⊂ A. The finite joint distributions are the values
pj1,j2...,jn(A1, A2 . . . , An) which arise frommultilinear functionals {pj1,j2...,jn}j1,j2...,jn∈J
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on A. They satisfy some natural natural positivity and consistency condi-
tions given by
(i) pjn,...,j2,j1,j2,...,jn(A
∗
n, . . . , A
∗
1A1, . . . , An) ≥ 0 (positivity)
(ii) pj1,...,jk−1,jk,jk−1,...,jn(A1, . . . , Ak−1, 1I, Ak+1, . . . , An)
=pj1,...,jk−1,jk+1,...,jn(A1, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , An) (consistency).
In the classical case, i.e. A = C(I), the algebra of the continuous functions
on the compact space I, the above properties reduces to the Kolmogorov
requests. Thus one can construct a probability measure µ on the Tikhonoff
product
∏
J I of J copies of I. In the quantum setting they allow to perform
the GNS representation (defined up to unitary equivalence) and so give
rise to general stochastic processes, as defined in the forthcoming lines. In
order to avoid technicalities, we assume as starting point (i.e. by definition)
that the process under consideration is directly realised on a Hilbert space,
corresponding to L2
(∏
J I, µ
)
in the classical situation.
Definition 2.2. A (realisation of the) stochastic process labelled by the
index set J is a quadruple
(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
, where A is a C∗-algebra, H is
an Hilbert space, the ιj ’s are ∗-homomorphisms of A in B(H), and Ω ∈ H is
a unit vector, cyclic for the von Neumann algebraM :=
∨
j∈J ιj(A) naturally
acting on H. The process is said to be unital if ιj(1IA) = IH, j ∈ J .
The process is said to be exchangeable, or stationary whenever J is Z or
N, if for any n ∈ N, j1, . . . jn ∈ J , A1, . . . An ∈ A
〈ιj1(A1) · · · ιjn(An)Ω,Ω〉 = 〈ιg(j1)(A1) · · · ιg(jn)(An)Ω,Ω〉 ,
for g ∈ PJ , or g(jl) = jl + 1, respectively.
It is easy to see that the quadruple
(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
uniquely realises, up
to unitary equivalence, the stochastic process by which we mean that it
provides all its joint finite distributions:
pj1,j2...,jn(A1, A2 . . . , An) := 〈ιj1(A1) · · · ιjn(An)Ω,Ω〉 .
From now on, if not otherwise specified, we only deal with unital stochastic
processes.
Consider the unital free product C∗-algebra ∗JA. One can see that the
a stochastic process uniquely defines a state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA) and viceversa.
Theorem 2.3. The unitary equivalence class determined by the quadruple(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
uniquely defines a state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA), and a representation
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π of ∗JA on the Hilbert space H such that (π,H,Ω) is the GNS representa-
tion of the state ϕ. Conversely, each state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA) defines a stochastic
process.
Such one-to-one correspondence sends exchangeable and stationary pro-
cesses (provided the set J is Z for the latter) to symmetric or shift invariant
states, respectively.
Proof. Take a quadruple
(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
and consider the universal prop-
erty of the free product C∗-algebra ∗JA together with the correspond-
ing ∗-monomorphisms ij : A → ∗JA, j ∈ J . Then there exists a C
∗-
homomorphism π : ∗JA → B(H), that is a representation making com-
mutative the diagram
A
ij
//
ιj

∗JA
pi
{{✇✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
B(H)
, j ∈ J .
It is easily seen that
ϕ(X) := 〈π(X)Ω,Ω〉 , X ∈ ∗JA ,
defines a state whose GNS representation is precisely (π,H,Ω), see The-
orem 3.3 in [15]. Conversely, for each state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA) with GNS repre-
sentation (πϕ,Hϕ,Ωϕ), one can define the collection of ∗-homomorphisms
ιj : A → B(Hϕ) by ιj := πϕ ◦ ij , j ∈ J . It is straightforward to check
that the quadruple
(
A,Hϕ, {ιj}j∈J ,Ωϕ
)
is a stochastic process according to
Definition 2.2.
Finally one can see, as in Theorem 3.3 in [15], that exchangeable or
stationary stochastic processes correspond to symmetric or shift invariant
states. 
Definition 2.4. If A is abelian, then the stochastic process is called com-
mutative or classical if, for the homomorphisms ιj in Definition 2.2,
ιjk(A)ιjl(B) = ιjl(B)ιjk(A) , jk, jl ∈ J ,A,B ∈ A .
One immediately recognises Definition 2.4 covers all stochastic processes
arising in Classical Probability.
Consider the free abelian product unital C∗-algebra abJ A of a single,
not necessarily abelian C∗-algebra A. It is the universal object among the
C∗-algebras, for the morphisms with commuting ranges. In other words, if
{ρj}j∈J is a collection of ∗-homomorphisms such that
ρj1(A1)ρj2(A2) = ρj2(A2)ρj1(A1) , j1 6= j2 , A1, A2 ∈ A , j1, j2 ∈ J ,
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then abJ A is the universal (unital) C
∗-algebra making commutative
A
rj
//
ρj

abJ A
P
{{①①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
B
, j ∈ J ,
where each rj is the canonical embedding. Such a universal object can be
described in the following way.
Consider the norm closed two-sided ideal
I :=
(
span{a[i1(A1), i2(A2)]b | a, b ∈ ∗JA, A1, A2 ∈ A, i1, i2 ∈ J, i1 6= i2}
)‖ ‖
which is the smallest one containing all commutators in ∗JA of the form
[i1(A1), i2(A2)], i1 6= i2. Thus abJ A = ∗JA/ ∼, where the relation ∼ is that
associated to the closed two-sided ideal I above. By P : ∗JA → abJ A we
denote the associated quotient map.
For a fixed unital C∗-algebra A and a finite subsets I, I1, I2 ⊂ J , define
the |I|-times projective C∗-tensor product (cf. Section IV.4 of [27])
AI := A⊗max · · · ⊗max A︸ ︷︷ ︸
|I| times
together with the canonical embedding
AI1 ∼ AI1 ⊗ 1IAI2\I1 ⊂ AI2 , I1 ⊂ I2 .
It is then possible to form the C∗-inductive limit (cf. Section L.2 of [30])
denoted as
⊗maxJ A := lim
−→ I↑J
AI .
We point out the fact that all above considerations can be extended to the
non unital case described in Section 3 of [15] either by using an approximate
unity which always exists in any C∗-algebra, or by adding a unity to A. The
reader is referred to Section 2.2.3 of [13] or Section IV.4 of [27].
Remark 2.5. By Proposition IV.4.7 in [27], we have
ab
J
A ∼ ⊗maxJ A .
If in addition A is commutative, i.e. A ∼ C(I) for a compact space I, then
ab
J
A ∼ C
(∏
J
I
)
as C(I) is nuclear. We refer the reader to Theorem 36.1 in [8] for the explicit
construction of the probability measure corresponding to the stochastic pro-
cess under consideration.
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Recall that an abelian stochastic process uniquely determines a state ϕ ∈
S(∗JA). The incoming result shows how to perform commutative stochastic
processes in this picture.
Proposition 2.6. For an abelian C∗-algebra A of samples, a stochastic pro-
cess
(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
, and the corresponding state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA) according
to Theorem 2.3, the following are equivalent:
(i) ϕ is the pull back on ∗JA of a state ω ∈ S(abJ A), i.e. ϕ = ω ◦ P ;
(ii) the stochastic process
(
A,H, {ιj}j∈J ,Ω
)
is commutative.
Proof. We treat the unital case. In absence of unity we can recover the same
result arguing as in [15].
(i)⇒ (ii) If (πω,Hω,Ωω) is the GNS representation of ω, the correspond-
ing GNS representation of ϕ and ∗-homomorphisms ιj , j ∈ J , are given by
(πω ◦ P,Hω,Ωω) and πω ◦ P ◦ ij , respectively. We compute for each j1 6= j2,
ιj1(A1)ιj2(A2) = πω
(
P (ij1(A1))
)
πω
(
P (ij2(A2))
)
=πω
(
P (ij1(A1))P (ij2(A2))
)
= πω
(
P (ij2(A2))P (ij1(A1))
)
=πω
(
P (ij2(A2))
)
πω
(
P (ij1(A1))
)
= ιj2(A2)ιj1(A1) .
(ii) ⇒ (i) As it is shown in Theorem 2.3, we get
(2.1) ϕ = 〈π( · )Ω,Ω〉 ,
where π is the unique homomorphism making commutative the diagram
A
ij
//
ιj

∗JA
pi
}}③③
③
③
③
③
③
③
M
, j ∈ J ,
and M =
∨
j∈J ιj(A) is the von Neumann algebra acting on H generated
by all images ιj(A), j ∈ J . Since M is abelian, for each j ∈ J and the
embeddings rj : A→ abJ A, ij : A→ ∗JA, the universal properties applied
to ∗JA and abJ A respectively, give P ◦ ij = rj and the existence of a unique
σ : abJ A → M , such that σ ◦ rj = ιj , j ∈ J . Then σ ◦ P ◦ ij = ιj , and
consequently, π = σ ◦ P . If ω := 〈σ( · )Ω,Ω〉 ∈ S(abJ A), (2.1) gives
ϕ = 〈π( · )Ω,Ω〉 = 〈σ ◦ P ( · )Ω,Ω〉 = ω ◦ P .

We have just shown that the general quantum scenario described in the first
part of the section includes, as a particular case, the classical scheme. The
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latter is indeed achieved by the commutative diagram
(2.2) A
ij
//
βj

∗JA
Φ
}}④④
④
④
④
④
④
④
B
, j ∈ J ,
where B = abJ A, βj = rj, j ∈ J , and Φ = P are the canonical embeddings
of A in abJ A and the canonical projection of ∗JA onto its abelianised abJ A,
respectively. Thus any ϕ ∈ S(∗JA) realising a classical stochastic process
(cf. Theorem 2.3) is obtained by a state ω on abJ A through a pull back
relation.
The basic idea yielding the above result is taking a suitable quotient of
the free C∗-algebra. Hence it appears clear that in the general case there are
several ways to consider processes, each of them arising from factoring out
∗JA by two-sided ideals generated by suitable commutators, and the com-
mutative diagram (2.2) can be seen as the most general situation describing
quantum stochastic processes. To get a flavour we mention the so called
q-deformed relations for q ∈ [−1, 1], with pivotal examples given by q = ±1
corresponding to the Bose/Fermi cases, and q = 0 corresponding to the
Boltzmann case describing the group reduced C∗-algebra of the free group
on infinitely many generators [12], see Section 4.1 for further details. Other
noteworthy cases are the Monotone [16] and the Boolean cases [15, 20]. As
possible future investigations we also mention the cases arising from the
more general setting of interacting Fock spaces, see e.g. [3].
Concerning the Bose case (cf. Section 4.2), consider the infinite tensor
product C∗-algebra ⊗minJ A as in [26] for the non necessarily abelian algebra
of samples A, together with the canonical projection Φ : ∗JA → ⊗
min
J A
recovered by universality by the embeddings tj : A → ⊗
min
J A, j ∈ J . As
the tj have commuting ranges, Φ factors through the canonical projection
Ψ : abJ A → ⊗
min
J A, i.e. Φ = Ψ ◦ P . Accordingly, the stochastic process
determined by a state ω ∈ S(⊗minJ A) such that ϕ = ω ◦ Φ, factors through
abJ A, as ϕ = ω ◦Ψ ◦ P . We have then the following
Remark 2.7. Each stochastic process on ⊗minJ A comes from a stochastic
process on the free abelianised product abJ A ∼ ⊗
max
J A uniquely deter-
mined by the state ω ◦Ψ ∈ S(abJ A). The same construction holds true for
stochastic processes on any other infinite tensor product ⊗γJA based on the
C∗-cross norm ‖ ‖γ, see Section IV.4 of [27].
We end the section recalling the definition, useful in the sequel, of the tail
algebra Z⊥ϕ for the stochastic process (A,H, (ιj)j∈J ,Ω), with corresponding
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state ϕ ∈ S(∗JA)
Z⊥ϕ :=
∧
I⊂J, Ifinite

 ⋃
K
⋂
I=∅,
Kfinite
(∨
k∈K
ιk(A)
)
′′
In Statistical Mechanics it is known as the algebra at infinity, see e.g. [13].
3. ergodic properties of stochastic processes
The present section is devoted to the investigation of natural ergodic
properties of stochastic processes. Here is also performed a direct link be-
tween algebraic relations and ergodic conditions.
Let (A, α) be a C∗-dynamical system with SG(A) = {ω}. It is said to
be uniquely ergodic. When G = Z, one can see that unique ergodicity is
equivalent to
(3.1) lim
n→+∞
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
f(αk(a)) = f(1I)ω(a) , a ∈ A , f ∈ A∗ ,
or again to
lim
n→+∞
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
αk(a) = ω(a)1I, a ∈ A ,
pointwise in norm. Some natural generalisations of such a strong ergodic
property can be achieved by replacing the ergodic average (3.1) with
lim
n→+∞
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
|f(αk(a))− f(1I)ω(a)| = 0 , a ∈ A , f ∈ A∗ ,
or simply
lim
n→+∞
f(αn(a)) = f(1I)ω(a) , a ∈ A , f ∈ A∗ ,
for some state ω ∈ S(A) which is necessarily invariant. In this case, (A, α)
is called uniquely weak mixing or uniquely mixing, respectively. For all these
cases, AZ = C1I, and the (unique) invariant conditional expectation onto
the fixed point subalgebra is precisely E(a) = ω(a)1I.
Another natural generalisation is to look at the fixed point subalgebra
whenever it is nontrivial, and at the unique invariant conditional expec-
tation onto such a subalgebra EZ : A → AZ, provided the last exists. The
unique ergodicity, weak mixing, and mixing w.r.t. the fixed point subalgebra
(denoted also as EZ-ergodicity, EZ-weak mixing and EZ-mixing, EZ being
the invariant conditional expectation onto AZ which necessarily exists) are
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given by definition, for a ∈ A and f ∈ A∗, by
lim
n→+∞
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
f(αk(a)) = f(EZ(a)) ,
lim
n→+∞
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
|f(αk(a))− f(EZ(a))| = 0 ,
lim
n→+∞
f(αn(a)) = f(EZ(a)) .
Fix a dynamical system (A, α) based on the group G. For each state ϕ ∈
S(A), we put L∞(A, ϕ) := πϕ(A)
′′, and L2(A, ϕ) := πϕ(A) := Hϕ. One can
define a bounded linear map T : L∞(A, ϕ)→ L2(A, ϕ) given by
TX := XΩϕ , X ∈ L
∞(A, ϕ) .
Suppose ϕ ∈ SG(A). One can always denote by α the actions of G on both
L∞(A, ϕ) and L2(A, ϕ) as αg(X) := adUϕ(g)(X) or αg(ξ) := Uϕ(g)ξ. Such
actions are compatible with the map T :
T adUϕ(g)(X) = Uϕ(g)TX , g ∈ G ,X ∈ L
∞(A, ϕ) .
The set of the invariant elements are denoted respectively as
L∞(A, ϕ)G :=πϕ(A)
′′
∧
{Uϕ(G)}
′ ,
L2(A, ϕ)G := {ξ ∈Hϕ | Uϕ(g)ξ = ξ , g ∈ G} .
Definition 3.1. A state ϕ ∈ SG(A) is said weakly clustering if
(3.2) lim
Λ↑G
1
|Λ|
∑
g∈Λ
ϕ(Aαg(B)) = ϕ(A)ϕ(B) , A, B ∈ A
and it satisfies the property of the convergence to the equilibrium if
(3.3) lim
Λ↑G
1
|Λ|
∑
g∈Λ
ϕ(Aαg(B)C) = ϕ(AC)ϕ(B) , A, B, C ∈ A
along the net {Λ ⊂ G | |Λ| <∞}
We notice that, when G = Z, i.e. one deals with the shift, one usually
reduces the matter to Λn := [0, n− 1]. Condition (3.2) is obviously weaker
than (3.3). We can see that those are equivalent provided the support of ϕ
belongs to the centre of the bidual, i.e. s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A∗∗). They are equivalent
also for (graded) asymptotically abelian states, that is for systems possibly
including Fermions (cf. [7, 18]), and in classical case. Furthermore a weakly
clustering state ϕ ∈ SG(A) is automatically ergodic (i.e. extremal invariant),
that is ϕ ∈ E(SG(A)). The converse holds true in the particular case of G-
abelian states, see Section 4.3 of [13].
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It is our aim, in the forthcoming lines, to prove that condition (3.3) is
the right one ensuring the convergence to the equilibrium in quantum case.
Thus consider a physical system in a state ω invariant for the (discrete)
dynamics. Then we have a dynamical system (A, α, ω) based on a single
automorphism α on A. Such a localised perturbation usually produces a
state ϕ which is normal w.r.t. the reference state ω. Namely, ϕ ∈ Fpiω(A)
where, for each representation (π,Hpi) of A,
Fpi(A) = {ϕ ∈ S(A) | ϕ = Tr(π( · )T ) , T ∈ T(Hpi)+,1}
is the folium generated by π, Tr and T(Hpi)+,1 being the canonical trace
on Hpi and the positive normalised trace class operators on it, respectively.
The convergence to the equilibrium simply means
(3.4) lim
n
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
ϕ(αn(A)) = ω(A) , A ∈ A , ϕ ∈ Fpiω(A) ,
that is Fpiω(A) is contained in the basin of attraction of ω in the whole S(A).
By a standard approximation argument, we can reduce the matter to the
generators of Fpiω(A) of the form
ϕB(A) :=
ω(B∗AB)
ω(B∗B)
, A ∈ A ,
provided ω(B∗B) 6= 0. It appears then evident the condition (3.4) simply
means
lim
n
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
ω(B∗αn(A)B) = ω(B∗B)ω(A) , A, B ∈ A
which turns out to be equivalent to (3.3) by polarisation.
We report a suitable version of a pivotal result in noncommutative Er-
godic Theory, well known to the experts. To avoid technicalities, from now
on we reduce the matter to PJ or Z if it is not otherwise specified. Recall
that for a C∗-algebra A, for ϕ ∈ S(A) with support s(ϕ) ∈ A∗∗ and the
corresponding GNS representation (πϕ,Hϕ,Ωϕ), one has s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A
∗∗) if
and only if Ωϕ is cyclic for πϕ(A)
′.
Theorem 3.2. Let (A, α) be a dynamical system where G is PJ or Z. With
the net generated by all finite subgroups PI, {I ⊂ J | |I| < ∞} for PJ , or
the sequence [0, n − 1], n ∈ N for Z respectively, and ϕ ∈ SG(A), consider
the following assertions:
(i) ϕ is weakly clustering,
(ii) L2(A, ϕ)G = CΩϕ,
(iii) ϕ satisfies the property of the convergence to the equilibrium,
(iv) L∞(A, ϕ)G = CI.
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Then we have (iv) =⇒ (iii) =⇒ (ii) ⇐⇒ (i), and all conditions are
equivalent if s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A∗∗).
Proof. The equivalence (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) is nothing but the Mean Ergodic
Theorem of J. von Neumann, see e.g. Section 4.3 of [13], and Proposition
3.1 of [14]. The equivalence (ii) ⇐⇒ (iv) is well known (cf. Section 4.3 of
[13]), provided s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A∗∗). We now report (iv) =⇒ (iii).
By reasoning as in Theorem 4.3.20 of [13], first we note that (iv) implies
that s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A∗∗). In addition, (iv) =⇒ (ii), which is equivalent to (i).
The latter turns out to be equivalent to (iii) as s(ϕ) ∈ Z(A∗∗). 
In the following definition we present the algebraic properties of a stochastic
process on A, or equivalently of the corresponding state on ∗JA, which will
be linked with the above ergodic conditions. To achieve also the shift on the
chain, we specialise the matter to ∗ZA.
Definition 3.3. The state ϕ ∈ S(∗ZA) is said to satisfy the product state
condition if
ϕ(A1A2) = ϕ(A1)ϕ(A2) ,
whenever Ak ∈ alg{ijk(A) | jk ∈ Ik}, Ik ⊂ J , k = 1, 2, and I1 ∩ I2 = ∅.
The state ϕ satisfies the block singleton condition [2] if
ϕ(A1A2A3) = ϕ(A1A3)ϕ(A2) ,
whenever Ak ∈ alg{ijk(A) | jk ∈ Ik}, Ik ⊂ J , k = 1, 2, 3, and (I1∪ I3)∩ I2 =
∅.
The next result glues the above conditions with those described in Theorem
3.2. We refer the reader to [15] for further details.
Theorem 3.4. For G as in Theorem 3.2 and ϕ ∈ SG(∗ZA), the following
assertions hold true.
(i) ϕ satisfies the product state condition if and only if it is weakly
clustering,
(ii) ϕ is a block singleton state if and only if it satisfies the property of
the convergence to the equilibrium.
Proof. We report the case of the permutations (cf. [15]) corresponding to
(ii), and leave to the reader the easier situation (i). The analogous case of
the shift is in [2].
Suppose that ϕ ∈ SPZ(∗ZA) satisfies the property of the convergence to
the equilibrium. Fix words u, v, w ∈ ∗ZA such that their respective supports
satisfy Iv ∩ (Iu ∪ Iw) = ∅. Take I ⊃ Iu, Iv, Iw an arbitrary large but finite
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part of J , and consider the set B ⊂ PI of the permutations leaving Iu ∪ Iw
pointwise fixed. Since ϕ is symmetric, we get
ϕ(uvw) =
1
|B|
∑
g∈B
ϕ(αg(uvw)) =
1
|B|
∑
g∈B
ϕ(uαg(v)w)
=
|PI |
|B|
(
1
|PI |
∑
g∈PI
ϕ(uαg(v)w)
)
−
1
|B|
∑
g∈PI\B
ϕ(uαg(v)w) .
By Lemma 3.3 in [14], |B|
|PI |
→ 1 and |B
c|
|B|
→ 0, as I ↑ J . By taking the limit
from both parts, the l.h.s. does not depend on J , whereas the r.h.s. converges
to ϕ(uw)ϕ(v) by the property of the convergence to the equilibrium. Thus
ϕ satisfies the block singleton condition.
Conversely, suppose now ϕ ∈ SPZ(∗ZA) is a block singleton state. By
density, we can reduce the matter to elementary words. Fix u, v, w ∈ ∗ZA
with supports Iu, Iv, Iw respectively. If I is a finite part of J , define
A := {g ∈ PI | (Iu ∪ Iw) ∩ Iαg(v) = ∅} .
By applying the block singleton condition, we get∣∣∣∣ 1|PI |
∑
g∈PI
ϕ(uαg(v)w)− ϕ(uw)ϕ(v)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣ 1|PI |
∑
g∈A
ϕ(uαg(v)w)− ϕ(uw)ϕ(v)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ 1|PI |
∑
g∈PI\A
ϕ(uαg(v)w)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣
(
|A|
|PI |
− 1
)
ϕ(uw)ϕ(v)
∣∣∣∣+ ‖u‖‖v‖‖w‖|Ac||PI| ,
where Ac := PI\A. Taking the limit I ↑ J , again by Lemma 3.3 of [14] one
has that |A|
|PI |
→ 1 and |A
c|
|PI |
→ 0. Thus ϕ satisfies condition (3.3). 
As an application of the above results, one achieves some ergodic properties
for the so-called Haagerup states [21] naturally arising in Free Probability.
For λ ∈ (0,+∞), those are defined on the group C∗-algebra C∗(F∞) of
the free group F∞ on infinitely many generators, as ϕλ(w) := e
−λ|w|, where
w ∈ C∗(F∞) is a reduced word and |w| is its length. The case λ = +∞
corresponds to the tracial state, the unique one passing to the quotient
given by the reduced group algebra C∗red(F∞) and considered below. The
Haagerup states are automatically symmetric by construction, and satisfy
the product state condition: ϕλ(vw) = ϕλ(v)ϕλ(w), Iv∩Iw = ∅. But they do
not fulfil the block singleton condition if λ ∈ (0,+∞). In fact, for elementary
generators gi, gj with i 6= j,
ϕλ(gigjg
−1
i ) = e
−3λ 6= e−λ = ϕλ(gj)ϕλ(1I) = ϕλ(gj)ϕλ(gig
−1
i ) .
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Corollary 3.5. For the Haagerup states ϕλ ∈ S(C
∗(F∞)) one has s(ϕλ) 6∈
Z(C∗(F∞)
∗∗), λ ∈ (0,+∞).
Proof. As ϕλ satisfies the product state condition, by Theorem 3.4 it is
weakly clustering. Suppose that s(ϕλ) ∈ Z(C
∗(F∞)
∗∗). By Theorem 3.2, it
satisfies the property of the convergence to the equilibrium. Then it is a
block singleton state again by Theorem 3.4, which is a contradiction. 
4. examples
In this section we deal with stochastic processes directly built on concrete
C∗-algebras.
4.1. q-deformed commutation relations. We briefly recall the q-deformed
commutation relations, q ∈ [−1, 1]:
(4.1) aq(i)a
†
q(j)− qa
†
q(j)aq(i) = δij1I , i, j ∈ Z .
The above commutation rule can be represented concretely as creators and
annihilators on the q-deformed Fock spaces, see e.g. [12]. The remarkable
cases of Bose (CCR), Fermi (CAR) and Boltzmann (Free) relations are
realised for q = ±1 and q = 0, respectively. We first treat the case q ∈
(−1, 1).
Let Rq and Gq the concrete unital C
∗-algebras acting to the q-Fock space
generated by the annihilators {aq(i) | i ∈ Z}, and by their selfadjoint part
{aq(i) + a
†
q(i) | i ∈ Z}, respectively, for aq(i) := aq(ei) and ei the elements
of the canonical basis of ℓ2(Z). The group of the permutations PZ, and the
group Z generated by the powers of the shift naturally act on both Rq and
Gq as Bogoliubov automorphisms implemented by the unitaries Uei := ei+1
and Ugei := eg(i) on ℓ
2(Z) (see [16], Proposition 3.1). We denote by Aq one of
these concrete C∗-algebras, and by G and α those groups and their actions,
respectively. The vacuum expectation state is given by ωq := 〈 ·Ωq,Ωq〉, Ωq
being the vacuum vector in the q-Fock space.
We report the following strong ergodic result, and refer the reader to [16]
for its proof.
Theorem 4.1. Fix q ∈ (−1, 1) and consider a countable set {gk}k∈N ⊂ G.
Then
lim
n
∥∥∥∥ 1n
n∑
k=1
αgk(A)− ωq(A)I
∥∥∥∥ = 0 , A ∈ Aq .
In addition,
SPZ(Aq) = SZ(Aq) = {ωq} .
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The C∗-dynamical system (Aq, α) based on the action of Z of powers of the
shift is uniquely mixing with ωq as the unique invariant state.
As the case q = 0 corresponds to the reduced group algebra of the free
group G0 ∼ C
∗
red(F∞) (cf. [29]), with ω0 corresponding to the canonical
trace, we then achieve ω0 as the unique state on C
∗
red(F∞) invariant for
both the permutations moving only finitely many generators, and the shift.
In addition, it is the unique invariant state on C∗(F∞) coming from the
natural quotient
C∗red(F∞) = C
∗(F∞)/kerλ
λ being the (left) regular representation of F∞.
4.2. Bose case. As the creators satisfying (4.1) cannot be bounded if q = 1,
we manage the Boson case by using the Weyl algebra (formally by expo-
nentiating the field operators, see e.g. [13]). In this situation, R1 must be
replaced by the Weyl algebra W (C00(Z)), where C00(Z) is the pre-Hilbert
space of all finitely supported complex sequences on Z. The algebra gener-
ated by the selfadjoint parts of annihilators leads to abelian processes and
is treated in the standard literature of Probability. It is well known that
W (C00(Z)) ∼
⊗
Z
min
W (C) ,
the infinite tensor product of infinitely many copies of W (C). By Stormer’s
results [26], one can obtain an ergodic decomposition of symmetric states
as in de Finetti Theorem:
(i) SPZ(W (C00(Z))) is a mixture (i.e. direct integral) of states which
are an infinite product state of a single one on W (C), the latter
providing the ergodic ones E(SPZ(W (C00(Z)))).
By using the results in [4], it is not hard to show that
(ii) SPZ(W (C00(Z))) ( SZ(W (C00(Z))).
One can also prove the following version of de Finetti Theorem:
(iii) a process on the Weyl algebra is exchangeable if and only if it is
conditionally independent and identically distributed w.r.t. the tail
algebra.
Finally, as in Theorem 5.3 of [15] one can establish a quantum analogue of
the Hewitt and Savage Lemma:
(iv) for states ϕ ∈ SPZ(W (C00(Z))), the tail algebra Z
⊥
ϕ coincides with
the symmetric part of the centre ZPZϕ
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4.3. Fermi case. For the unital C∗-algebra R−1 generated by the anni-
hilators (i.e. the CAR algebra), the same results listed above for the the
Bose case hold true. The reader is referred to [14, 15], and the examples
relative to Fermi Markov states in Section 6 in [19] for the point (ii). As
any symmetric state on the CAR algebra is automatically shift invariant, it
is even (cf. [13]). Then the analogue of (iv) above (the Hewitt and Savage
Lemma for the Bose case) assumes the following form in the CAR case (cf.
Theorem 5.3 of [15]):
(iv’) for states ϕ ∈ SPZ(R−1), the tail algebra Z
⊥
ϕ coincides with the even
portion of the symmetric part of the centre.
4.4. Boolean case. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. The Boolean Fock
space over H is given by Γ(H) := C⊕H and (1, 0) is the vacuum vector. On
Γ(H) we define the creation and annihilation operators, respectively given
for f, g ∈ H and α ∈ C by
a†(f)(α⊕ g) := 0⊕ αf, a(f)(α⊕ g) := 〈g, f〉H ⊕ 0 .
For H = ℓ2(Z), it is seen that the concrete unital C∗-algebra B (called the
Boolean algebra) generated by the annihilators coincides with that gener-
ated by their selfadjoint parts, see e.g. [15]. In addition,
B = K(ℓ2({#} ∪ Z)) + CI .
Here, ai := a(ei) = ε#,i is the standard matrix unit. Here # corresponds
to the subspace in Γ(ℓ2(Z)) generated by the vacuum e#, and ”K” stands
for compact operators. If ω# denotes the vacuum state and ω∞ the state at
infinity:
ω∞(A+ cI) := c, A ∈ K(ℓ
2({#} ∪ Z)), c ∈ C ,
we get the following structure for symmetric and stationary states (cf. [15,
16]):
Theorem 4.2. For the shift-invariant and symmetric states, we get
SPZ(B) = SZ(B) = {(1− γ)ω# + γω∞} .
The well established structure ofB allows to completely determine the fixed
point algebras for the action of the shift and the permutations:
BPZ = BZ = CP# ⊕ CP
⊥
# ,
P# being the orthogonal projection onto Ce#.
Consider the dynamical system (B, α) based on the Boolean algebra and
the shift, together with the unique invariant conditional expectation E onto
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BPZ given by
(4.2) E(A+ bI) := 〈Ae#, e#〉P# + bI , A ∈ K(ℓ
2({#} ∪ Z)) , b ∈ C .
Proposition 4.3. ([16], Proposition 7.2) The C∗-dynamical system (B, α)
is EZ-mixing with E = EZ the unique invariant conditional expectation onto
the fixed point subalgebra given in (4.2).
Notice that the conditional expectation in (4.2) is also the unique invariant
one for the natural action of PZ. Denoting again by α such an action, one
can show that
lim
J↑Z
1
|J |!
∑
g∈PJ
αg(A) = E(A) , A ∈ B ,
where {J | J ⊂ Z} is the direct net of all finite subsets of Z.
Moreover, we report the following assertions proved in [20]:
(i) a Boolean process is exchangeable if and only if it is conditionally
independent and identically distributed w.r.t. the tail algebra (as in
the classical case);
(ii) for ω ∈ SPZ(B), if Bω := πω(B)
′′ and Z⊥ω , B
PZ
ω , B
Z
ω denote the tail
algebra, the symmetric and stationary ones respectively, we get
Z⊥ω = B
PZ
ω ( B
Z
ω
As a consequence, the equality above marks the transposition of the Hewitt-
Savage Lemma to the Boolean situation, whereas the last inclusion entails
the Olshen Theorem [25] does not hold for Boolean stochastic processes.
4.5. Monotone case. We outline the structure of the stationary Mono-
tone processes corresponding to states on the concrete unital Monotone
C∗-algebra, and in addition on the subalgebra generated by the selfadjoint
parts of annihilators.
As in [10], for k ≥ 1, denote Ik := {(i1, i2, . . . , ik) | i1 < i2 < · · · <
ik, ij ∈ Z}, and for k = 0, we take I0 := {∅}, ∅ being the empty sequence.
The Hilbert space Hk := ℓ
2(Ik) is precisely the k-particles space for the
monotone quantisation. In particular, the 0-particle space H0 = ℓ
2(∅) is
identified with the complex scalar field C. The monotone Fock space is
Fm =
⊕∞
k=0Hk.
For an increasing sequence α = (i1, i2, . . . , ik) of integers, we denote by eα
the generic element of canonical basis of Fm. There is a natural order struc-
ture on such sequences. Indeed, if α = (i1, i2, . . . , ik), β = (j1, j2, . . . , jl), we
say α < β if ik < j1. The monotone creation and annihilation operators are
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respectively given, for any i ∈ Z, by
a†ie(i1,i2,...,ik) :=
{
e(i,i1,i2,...,ik) if i < i1 ,
0 otherwise ,
aie(i1,i2,...,ik) :=
{
e(i2,...,ik) if k ≥ 1 and i = i1 ,
0 otherwise
where ai := a(ei). Moreover one can prove ‖a
†
i‖ = ‖ai‖ = 1 and check that
a†i and ai are mutually adjoint. The following conditions
a†ia
†
j = ajai = 0 if i ≥ j ,
aia
†
j = 0 if i 6= j
hold true and, in addition, the following commutation relation
(4.3) aia
†
i = I −
∑
k≤i
a†kak
is satisfied, with the sum meant in the strong operator topology (cf. Propo-
sition 3.2 in [16]). The C∗-algebra M acting on Fm is the unital C
∗-algebra
generated by the annihilators {ai | i ∈ Z}. It was proven in [16] that the
selfadjoint part of annihilators {ai + a
+
i | i ∈ Z} also generate the same
unital C∗-algebra as the annihilators (the circumstance is the same as the
Booleans). Thus we can reduce the matter of our investigation to M. Be-
cause of the order structure, the group PZ of the permutations does not
naturally act on M. So we are mainly focused on the action of the shift.
The results we enumerate below heavily rely on writing the algebraic
part of the algebra (i.e. that algebraically generated by the annihilators)
by reduced words in quasi-Wick order, see Section 5 of [16]. If M0 is the
concrete unital ∗-algebra generated by the monotone annihilators, a word
X in M0 is said to have a λ-form if there are m,n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} and
i1 < i2 < · · · < im, j1 > j2 > · · · > jn such that
X = a†i1 · · · a
†
im
aj1 · · · ajn ,
with X = I, the empty word corresponding to m = n = 0. Its length
is l(X) = m + n. In addition, X is said to have a π-form if there are
m,n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, k ∈ Z, i1 < i2 < · · · < im, j1 > j2 > · · · > jn such that
im < k > j1 and
X = a†i1 · · · a
†
im
aka
†
kaj1 · · · ajn .
Its length is l(X) = m + 2 + n. As it is seen in [16], first the words in
λ-form and in π-form are reduced, and in addition, each element in M0
can be expressed as a finite linear combination of λ-forms and/or π-forms.
One could further imagine the set of words in λ and π-form are linearly
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independent. Indeed this is not true. As an example, the reduced π-form
a†iaja
†
jal, i < j > l, can be written as sums of λ-forms:
a†iaja
†
jal = a
†
ial −
j∑
k=(i∨l)+1
a†ia
†
kakal ,
where i ∨ l := max{i, l}, as one can straightforwardly see by using (4.3).
The λ and π-forms structure of the algebra yields a ”splitting” represen-
tation of M, which turns out to describe the convex set of stationary states.
More in detail, if M0 := span
{
X ∈ M0 | l(X) > 0
}
and M := M0, where
the closure is meant in the norm topology, one finds (cf. [16], Corollary 5.10)
M = M+ CI .
Furthermore, if ω denotes the vacuum expectation, and ω∞ ∈ S(M) is
ω∞(X + cI) := c , X ∈M , c ∈ C ,
the monotone stationary states are exactly those lying in the segment linking
ω and ω∞, respectively.
Theorem 4.4. (cf. [16]) We have
SZ(M) = {(1− γ)ω + γω∞ | γ ∈ [0, 1]} .
Thus, similar to the Boolean case, the stationary states give rise to the
simplest non trivial simplex, with ergodic points given by the vacuum and
the state at infinity ω∞. However, contrarily to what happens for Booleans,
monotone stationary stochastic processes do not satisfy any strong ergodic
property like unique ergodicity or unique (weak) mixing, see [16].
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